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A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Last year we published our 
inaugural ESG report and while 
we intend to provide a full 
comprehensive report every two 
years, we are pleased to provide 
an update on the systems that 
our first report built and our 
continued commitment to 
embedding sustainability 
across our organization.     
I am extremely proud of how our organization and I am extremely proud of how our organization and 
our people have navigated the tumultuous times 
created by the COVID-19 pandemic. Tougher times 
build and test strong organizations and the 
resiliency of one’s commitments. Throughout the 
pandemic, the Vertex team has collectively 
demonstrated a commitment to continue to adapt 
and evolve our organization even in uncertain 
economic environments. While we have remained 
growth-focused, we have found balance and have 
been unwavering in our corporate commitment to 
improving through the implementation of our ESG. 
As delighted as we were to publish our first ESG 
report in June of 2021, it is more satisfying to be 
able to share an update on our ESG progress and 
reaffirm our intent to invoke change and build 
business resiliency through the development of 
executable ESG sustainable supply chain solutions.     

In 2021, we articulated a dual-phase ESG approach, In 2021, we articulated a dual-phase ESG approach, 
committing to reduce the intensity of our 
operation, while understanding our greatest 
impact would be felt by our customers through the 
sustainable growth of our environmental solutions. 

After a year of operating within this ESG design, we 
are steadfast that our most significant path to 
supporting enhanced sustainability is along these 
supply chain tangents. More importantly, we are 
pleased to report early success from our ESG 
systems, as we relentlessly execute our strategic 
growth plan, while reducing the intensity of our 
operation’s environmental impact.  

Last year, we experienced growth across our Last year, we experienced growth across our 
organization, in almost all environmental service 
areas.  We strategically strengthened our 
industrial cleaning and maintenance offering with 
key acquisitions and reacted to our customers’ 
supply chain needs with strategic expansion of 
facility maintenance, emission management, and 
asset retirement services. By the end of 2021, we 
were pleased to exit the pandemic with an 
increasing portfolio of ESG-aligned supply chain 
solutions and a demonstrated commitment to 
reduce the intensity of our operation along our 
four ESG pillars. In a business landscape that 
seems to be changing at a feverish pace, we 
envision our unique and versatile combination of 
environmental services accelerating the ESG environmental services accelerating the ESG 
performance of our organization, and the 
organizations we serve. 

Terry Stephenson
President and CEO

Vertex Resource Group Ltd.
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In 2020, this dual-phase approach landed us on 
two clear goals for our ESG. Internally we 
articulated our biggest environmental impact as 
our scope 1 emissions. Externally we’re committed 
to being data-driven and using this data to 
articulate and customize our supply chain ESG 
benefit to each customer and sector. 

We are proud to report success along We are proud to report success along 
each ESG pillar and ESG objective.  

We have reduced our gross Scope 1 emissions by We have reduced our gross Scope 1 emissions by 
6% and improved the intensity of these carbon 
emissions by almost 19%, dropping from 278.9 to 
226.4 metric tonnes of CO2e per million dollars of 
revenue. Along our supply chain tangents, our 
greatest success has been our organizational 
growth with the expansion of our environmental 
offering and associated supply chain solutions. As 
for measurable ESG success associated with our 
goal of being data-driven, we improved our data 
management structure, collecting more data, 
more often and with improved accuracy but we 
have work to do when it comes to customizing our 
data to better suit our customer’s needs and 
reporting our supply chain ESG benefits back to 
each customer. For Vertex, ESG excellence is each customer. For Vertex, ESG excellence is 
synonymous with operational excellence and 
improvement is a journey without a destination. 
While we are pleased to report these early 
successes, we are committed to continue to push 
forward towards our key goals as we move towards 
our fall 2022 report.

As for our role in accelerating ESG performance, we As for our role in accelerating ESG performance, we As for our role in accelerating ESG performance, we 
have come to realize that our versatility and 
adaptability are our greatest assets. As an 
organization, our cultural commitment to 
continually evolve positions our organization as a 
catalyst of change with the ability to adjust and 
adapt our ESG performance in a manner that 

accelerates the ESG performance of our 
customers.  After a year of operating within our 
ESG framework, I envision a path forward where we 
execute our strategic growth plan with full 
engagement of our customers in a manner that 
drives sustainability across our organization and 
along the supply chain tangents we support. We 
consider ourselves equally accountable to our 
people, our shareholders and our customers and 
truly believe that in our service-oriented role, we 
can help, innovate, develop and support solutions 
at a pace that would be difficult without us.

Ultimately, we are pleased to report the continued Ultimately, we are pleased to report the continued 
innovation and evolution of our business.  Equally 
satisfying has been our ability to balance the 
execution of our growth plans with that of our ESG, 
setting up for a brighter future for our organization 
and the customers we serve.     

 SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

$159.4
MILLION IN REVENUE

 

$178.6
MILLION IN ASSET

VALUE 
  

$42.2
MILLION IN GROSS

MARGIN 
 
 
 

$23.7$23.7
MILLION IN 

FREE CASHFLOW
 

   

VTX
TSX VENTURE

    17%

18%

10%

76%

Terry Stephenson
Terry Stephenson

EXPANDING SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES
REDUCING OPERATIONAL INTENSITY
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OVERVIEW

DUAL-PHASE ESG PERFORMANCE
Vertex provides ESG solutions to our customers through the provision of our services. Our concept of executing a dual-phase 
ESG approach is underpinned by our strong belief in the benfits our services provide to our customers. We consider ourselves a 
leader in ESG problem solving and believe that the sustainable growth of our supply chain services is our most significant path 
to creating a better and brighter tomorrow. True leadership is rarely easy and best delivered through example setting as 
opposed to virtue signalling. Our dual-phase ESG is about Vertex walking the walk, looking inward with our ESG leadership skills 
and executing internal improvement projects while understanding the importance of our organizational growth to supporting 
sustainable supply chains.    

REDUCING
OPERATIONAL INTENSITY
While our most significant While our most significant 
benefits are felt in the supply 
chain, we must lead by 
example, internally tackling the 
very problems we address for 
our customers.          

EXPANDING
SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS
Our sustainable growth and Our sustainable growth and 
adaptable approach create ESG 
solutions at a pace and scale 
that sets us apart from 
competitors.



 
WHO WE ARE: 
Environmental 
Experts  

WHAT WE DO: 
Provide a versatile suite 
of environmental 
solutions to our 
customers
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OVERVIEW

SUPPORTING THE ENVIRONMENT LIFE CYCLE

| RESPONSIBLE DEVELOPMENT 

| OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

| ASSET RETIREMENT 
Vertex is a North American leader in the growing asset retirement sector for crucial energy 
infrastructure that has reached the end of its production life cycle. We work with our 
customers to provide cost effective closure, and restoring previously disturbed lands to 
their original condition. Our team is actively abandoning, decommissioning, and 
reclaiming thousands of acres annually. While often an afterthought in the development 
cycle, the Vertex team is constantly innovating in this important focus area, working to 
integrate technology solutions and developing cost effective approaches.  

Vertex is a leader in supporting smart, sustainable, responsible development across a 
variety of industries and sectors. Our professionals balance environmental, engineering 
and land considerations to provide a streamlined regulatory approval process. Our site 
service and field service teams provide critical temporary infrastructure and manpower 
solutions to support development activities in a cost effective and responsible manner. 

With development complete, the Vertex team carries on as a critical partner in our 
customers’ pursuit of operational excellence. We support fluid logistics and 
transportation, guiding environmental compliance programs and sustaining critical 
infrastructure with our industrial cleaning and facility maintenance services. Our focus is 
to extend the useful life, providing sustainability to critical long life assets, while ensuring 
environmental compliance and performance at economic price points.

Development, operation, and restoration: Vertex provides ESG aligned supply chain services from start to finish. We are trusted 
experts in our customers’ pursuit of more sustainable business practices.    
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OVERVIEW

OUR OPERATIONS

OPERATING
AREA

OFFICE
LOCATIONS

HEAD OFFICE
LOCATIONS

Vertex is a  leader in integrated environmental solutions: a strategic combination of equipment-based environmental and industrial 
solutions intermingled with a professional consulting division, providing leading edge scientific expertise to our customers. This 
combination of practical field applications and industry leading expertise provides a broad base of environmental solutions.

CONSULTING SERVICES

DEVELOPMENT & ADVISORY

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
& COMPLIANCE

EMISSION MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING

FLUID MANAGEMENT
& LOGISTICS

Transportation, storage and
management solutions.

Modern equipment feet, enhancing
facility reliability and life-span.

Remote site waste management and
recycling.

Complete remote site infrastructure
provider.

SITE SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING
& MAINTENANCE

WASTE & RECYCLING

ASSET RETIREMENT
& RESTORATION

A partner in the education of carbon 
emissions through process efficiency 

and innovation.

Energy experts, providing sub-surface,
facility and ground engineering.

The final stage of sustainable 
development. We restore developed 
assets to their original condition.

Providing enhanced environmental
compliance, through expert scientific

data-based approach.

Supporting sustainable, equitable 
development, regulatory

excellence and capital stewardship.



 



REDUCED OPERATIONAL INTENSITY 
Our commitment to address our Scope 1 emissions is underway. In 2021 we made 
measurable progress: 
• Reducing our Scope 1 emissions by 6% or 2,127 metric tonnes of CO2e; and
• Improvising our emission intensity by 18.8%, down 53 metric tonnes of CO2e per   
 million dollars of revenue. 

    

We accomplished this by improving fleet efficiency with GPS and other process 
management tools as well as adjusting our revenue mix, with focused growth in less 
emission intense lines of business.
 

ACCELERATING SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS
We continue to execute our growth strategy, expanding our environmental service We continue to execute our growth strategy, expanding our environmental service 
business to support the air, land, water and waste challenges of our customers. In 
2021 we…
• Expanded our Industrial Cleaning and Facility Maintenance division,         
 completing a key acquisition, and working to position our organization as support  
 for the sustainable operation and maintenance of long-life industrial facilities.
• More than doubled the scope of our • More than doubled the scope of our Emissions Management offering, working with  
 customers to reduce methane emissions, develop carbon offsets and combat    
 climate change.
• Supported a record level of Asset Retirement and Land Restoration projects     
 driving forward about 9,500 acres of restoration work in various phases of activity  
 including abandonment, decommissioning, and environmental restoration.
• Supported • Supported Waste and Recycling on remote resource industry projects,        
 experiencing a rebound to pre-pandemic levels, collecting 57% more waste and   
 recycling more than 84% of collected waste.

Vertex is committed to reduce the intensity of our 
operation’s environmental impact while continually 
evolving to support our clients' supply chain 
objectives. As we update on our progress, we are 
happy to communicate relatively quick reductions in 
operational intensity, while expanding to provide an 
increasingly innovative portfolio of environmental 
supply chain solutions.supply chain solutions.

ENVIRONMENT

15,400 
METRIC TONNES 
OF OFFSET
CREDITS 
SUPPORTED

SUPPLY CHAIN:

SCOPE 1 
EMISSIONS 
DOWN 

2,127 METRIC 
TONNES OF 
CO2E

INTERNAL:   

HELPED CLIENTS 
RESTORE 
9,500 
ACRES OF LAND 

INTENSITY OF 
FOOTPRINT 
DOWN  
20% 
TO 0.60 ACRES 
PER $1M IN 
REVENUE

IMPROVED 
EMISSION 
INTENSITY BY 
18.8% 

COLLECTED 300 METRIC 
TONNES OF WASTE AND 
RECYCLED 84% 
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

SUPPORTED 
MITIGATION OF 
>75,000 
METRIC TONNES 
OF CO2E 
2X OUR OWN 
SCOPE 1 & 2 
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SOCIAL

INDIGENOUS IMPACT
We maintain strong Indigenous relationships, working closely with various We maintain strong Indigenous relationships, working closely with various 
communities, creating an inclusive environment for economic prosperity, 
training and engagement. In 2021, we had record levels of revenue inclusive 
of our Indiginous relationships (growth of 3x from 2020) and over $3 million of 
community benefits. We are proud to be a strong, open and honest partner to 
these important communities.

TRAINING & EQUITY
Vertex is committed to recruit, train and continually re-train a diverse and Vertex is committed to recruit, train and continually re-train a diverse and 
rapidly evolving talent base. We believe that equity is built with equitable 
training opportunities and are continually striving to develop new ways of 
sharing knowledge. This past year, we continued to drive forward on content 
creation and adoption of our mobile training platform as a mechanism of 
training efficiency. We also pioneered the use of and developed virtual 
interactive gaming style environments to efficiently evolve our talent base. As 
an organization, we see training as a defining skill, which supports the 
development, diversity and continual improvement of our team.  

LOCAL COMMUNITY IMPACT
We are local, creating long term opportunities and numerous indirect 
benefits in communities close to our projects. In an increasingly globalized 
We are local, creating long term opportunities and numerous indirect 
benefits in communities close to our projects. In an increasingly globalized 
and digitalized economy, there is undoubtedly bias towards large urban 
centres. We are proud to support a decentralized network of people and 
career opportunities to develop a broader base of sustainable local careers.

Vertex is committed to providing positive social 
benefits through the growth of our organization and 
the provision of our services. We consider our 
diversity a strength and work to ensure that our 
operation provides meaningful and sustainable 
impact.
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LOCAL 
COMMUNITY 
IMPACT

INDIGENOUS 
PARTNERSHIPS

TRAINING &
EQUITY

$3.27M 
OF COMMUNITY 
BENEFIT

MORE THAN 
50% OF FULL 
TIME POSITIONS IN 
COMMUNITIES 
<50K PEOPLE

33% OF 
LEADERSHIP 
POSITIONS HELD 
BY WOMEN

$537,000 
SPEND ON 
TRAINING. 
$854/EMPLOYEE 
A 5% INCREASE 
OVER PREVIOUS 
YEAR

MORE THAN
$35M 
IN REVENUE 
WITHIN 
INDIGENOUS 
PARTNERSHIPS
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
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SUPPLY CHAIN
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SUPPLY CHAIN
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SUPPLY CHAIN
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INTERNAL
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INTERNAL
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
INTERNAL



https://vertex.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/VertexResourceGroup/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vertex-resource-group-ltd-/
https://twitter.com/Vertex_Group



